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Within the Natural Language Processing and Computational Linguistic
communities, multiword expressions (MWEs) are notoriously well-known to be
difficult to translate (Sag et al. 2002). Word for word correspondences cannot be
helpful in establishing the translation of MWEs. There is also no comprehensive
dictionary featuring all MWEs as putting together all possible MWEs and their
variants would not be a feasible exercise.
There is a large body of work describing different properties of various MWEs
(Fazly 2007, Baldwin and Kim 2010). However the cross-lingual analysis of these
expressions and automatic extraction of their translation equivalents is still an
under-researched topic (Bouamor et al. 2012). Contrastive and cross-lingual
studies based on parallel and comparable bilingual corpora can benefit from
statistical analysis of the various categories of such expressions (Colson 2008,
Corpas Pastor 2013). Based on the exploitation of parallel corpora to investigate
MWEs, we have implemented a bilingual corpus-based approach to find translation
equivalents for MWEs in two languages (Spanish and English in this case). It is
worth pointing out that corpus-based distributional similarity has already offered
promising results in the discovery of translationally equivalent words/terms in a
bilingual scenario (Pekar et al. 2006). According to the distributional similarity
premise, translation equivalent terms share common words in their contexts.
In this paper, we apply distributional similarity in a bilingual scenario to extract
the English expressions deemed to be ‘most similar’ to Spanish MWEs. More
specifically, we use Vector Space Models with bilingual contexts to find the
similarities between Spanish and English MWEs.
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As bilingual contexts, we exploit a list of all non-polysemous English nouns and
their translations in Spanish from an on-line English-Spanish dictionary. For every
Spanish expression, we extract its vector representing the pattern/distribution of
the co-occurrences of the list of the prepared context nouns within a particular
window around that expression. Once the vectors for all English expressions are
retrieved, we then compute the vector similarity between the Spanish and the
English expressions. The most similar sequence of words to each Spanish
expression is proposed as its translation in English. Examples of automatically
extracted translation equivalents using our methodology include examples like dar
la bienvenida (a alg.) = to welcome sb. and base de datos = database. The final
version of the paper will feature a section on the evaluation results of the
developed methodology.
This method can be beneficial (and enhance the performance) of not only
machine translation systems, but also offer new opportunities to cross-lingual
studies on MWEs based on their occurrences in parallel corpora. This methodology
could also assist lexicographers when deciding which MWEs should be listed in
bilingual dictionaries as well as speed up the semi-automatic compilation of such
dictionaries. In line with previous research on bilingual term extraction from
parallel corpora (Ha et al., 2008), in this paper we also make use of the extraction
of MWEs in one language to boost the extraction performance in the other.
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